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ABSTRACT How might the content and outcomes of tertiary education pro- grammes be described and analysed in order to understand how they are structured and function? To address this question we de- velop a framework for modelling graduate competencies linked to tertiary degree programmes in the computing disciplines. While the focus of our work is computing the framework is applicable to education more broadly. The work presented here draws upon the pioneering curricular document for information technology (IT2017), curricular compe- tency frameworks, other related documents such as the software engineering competency model (SWECOM), the Skills Framework for the Information Age (SFIA), current research in competency models, and elicitation workshop results from recent computing conferences. The aim is to inform the ongoing Computing Curricula 1 (CC2020) project, an endeavour supported by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the IEEE Computer Society. We develop the  
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   Competency Learning Framework (CoLeaF), providing an interna- tionally relevant tool for describing competencies. We argue that this competency based approach is well suited for constructing learning environments and assists degree programme architects in dealing with the challenge of developing, describing and including competencies relevant to computer and IT professionals. In this paper we demonstrate how the CoLeaF competency frame- work can be applied in practice, and though a series of case studies demonstrate its effectiveness and analytical power as a tool for describing and comparing degree programmes in the international higher education landscape. 
CCS CONCEPTS • Professional topics → Computer Education; 
KEYWORDS Computing competencies; Professional competencies; curriculum guidelines; CC2020 
1 INTRODUCTION John Dewey and his compatriots proposed that a central goal of higher education is "assisting individuals to develop the capacities 
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  to realise their vocation (i.e., to be effective in their preferred occu- pation)" [63]. Similarly pragmatic and utilitarian views of higher ed- ucation were also advanced by other visionaries such as Humboldt, however the focus of his interest was largely in the development of the citizen. To achieve this goal it is necessary to establish, evolve and assess the educational process by which students in computing degree pro- grams make the transition into becoming computing professionals. Historically, computing education has taken a content knowledge perspective, through the definition of bodies of knowledge and pro- gram outcomes that focus on the content knowledge of the degree program [69]. This focus on knowledge is however problematic in the 21st century computing context, where the borders between knowledge-based descriptions of computing sub-disciplines and the broad profession of computing are becoming increasingly blurred. In computing and IT, challenges also emerge due to the complex de- pendencies inherent in the profound integration of these disciplines into almost every aspect of human life. This article develops an empirically driven framework (CoLeaF) for defining competencies in the computing disciplines in tertiary education. To develop CoLeaF, we applied a multi-faceted approach which combines a comprehensive synthesis of the literature with structured elicitation of graduate competencies from key stake- holder groups. In particular we explored the student discourse surrounding professional competencies, and the development of conceptions of professional competencies over time. As a theoreti- cal point of departure we examine the literature around the notion of competency as a means to describe and communicate about computing programs among different stakeholders. Drawing upon this analysis we propose a working definition of competency, and model competency learning, through which students develop the competencies of their degree programme. The aim is to provide a forward looking and sustainable ap- proach to defining disciplinary competencies. We propose a shift in the approach from graduate learning outcomes derived from the Bodies of Knowledge (BoK) of the disciplinary areas. Instead, we propose applying a structured analysis to graduate expectations elicited from the stakeholders in computing education. These stake- holders include educators, students, industry and other employers of computing graduates, policy makers, professional societies, etc. To assist in the derivation of competencies that articulate expec- tations of graduates from tertiary computing degree programs as they enter professional careers and engage in civic aspects of their lives, we propose a theoretical model and methodology for formu- lating competencies based on input from the range of stakeholder communities we have identified. Defining a competency-based description of a computing degree program by using the competency model proposed here involves collecting empirical data through surveys and interviews with stake- holders. The data sets are then systematically examined by applying the proposed model and analytic methodology in order to derive a set of competencies, in which increasingly abstract competencies describe computing degree program objectives and graduate profile in terms of what its graduates are prepared to do in the workplace and society at large. The application of the model is demonstrated on two sets of data collected from academic and student stakeholder groups, which 
are analysed to formulate competencies that provide a concrete example of how the model and methodology are applied.  
1.1 Motivation The educational needs of students in computing evolve in alignment with the development of the intellectual and practical domains that constitute the profession. Among the many issues involved is the emergence of more common understandings of what makes up com- puting as a discipline, and how computing education is described and communicated among various stakeholders. Answering these questions is critical both for determining what new developments further expand the depth and breadth of the discipline, and those that cross over into other intellectual and professional domains. In computing education, this is particularly important, as there are significant differences with respect to what is meant for a particular computing term in different sub-disciplines of computing, and in the various educational programs around the world. Thus, there is a critical need for a ’common currency’ to reasonably describe computing education programs and their respective goals. Similarly, computing is more accurately described as a family of disciplines, with reliance on three intertwined intellectual tra- ditions: the mathematical (or analytical, theoretical, or formalist) tradition, the scientific (or empirical) tradition, and the engineer- ing (or technological) tradition [98]. Within all three of these in- tellectual traditions, the common tendency has been to develop competency models and ontologies that focus primarily on cog- nitive development [48], and hence the prevalence of knowledge dimension. Consequently, one of the motivations for this work is to propose a model and methodology that allow the goals of tertiary degree programs to extend ’beyond the cognitive’ [59, 101] and be more explicit about articulating the skills, knowledge, attitudes, and professional values expected in a graduate. A third motivation is to encourage tertiary computing programs to explicitly extend their focus ’beyond the technical’. Numerous professional (e.g., [68]), degree program (e.g., [86]) and disciplinary documents (e.g., [92], [69, 96]) strongly suggest that computing students need to exhibit professional competency in multiple ways beyond their technical knowledge. Broadening the scope of the discipline, for example, by emphasising social aspects, can lead to more diversity in the people engaging in computer science [31, 32], and thus to a more democratic advancement of technological development. In this manner, a compelling competency model offers a means of integrating more explicitly expectations of computing graduates that expand beyond the technical domain. The normative solution to issues pertaining to meaning is to de- velop an ontology that creates an agreed-upon structure of language and defines an area for common use, such that this language then becomes the "common currency" for establishing shared meaning. Various attempts at developing computing education ontologies have been helpful, but are also incomplete and have had difficulty mapping across different levels of education. Sabin et al. [86] and the IT2017 report [96] have shifted the curriculum discourse towards using computing competencies as a means of describing computing degree programmes in ways that can be meaningfully compared across nationalities, languages, geographical locations, and, pos- sibly, across computing disciplines. The IT2017 report presents 
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  a scholarly-based definition of IT competency as a triad of inter- related dimensions of knowledge, skills, and dispositions situated in a professional context [67, 74, 79, 89]. Our goal is not to create a computing education ontology, but rather to present a competency model and method that can be used to describe the various computing disciplines in general, and com- puting degree programs in particular. Utilising a richer competency approach affords minting of a new currency, a newer means of describing and comparing computing degree programs and their components worldwide. 
1.2 Project Background This working group report contributes methodologically to the Computing Curricula 2020 (CC2020) project, and includes reviewing and formulating sets of disciplinary-relevant competencies used in computing education. The goal of the current paper is to develop a comprehensive, scholarly-based competency framework, as well as guidelines for modelling competencies in computing education suitable for comparing degree programs across nationalities and disciplines by enabling comparisons of the competencies intended in each degree program. The goals of the CC2020 project include developing a better conceptual framework for explaining computing education and its link to quality and innovation. Hence, this paper develops the CoLeaF model as a method for helping to describe relationships between competencies, bodies of knowledge, professional profiles, educational contexts, and degree programs. The competency model focuses on the meaning and use of com- petencies in an educational framework. Using this approach we describe patterns for how to frame a competency and illustrate its structure. For example, the IT2017 report [96] describes the educational foundations and meaning of IT competencies. Since de- scriptions of computing disciplinary domains in CC2020 draw upon existing ACM/IEEE-CS and other curricular frameworks, it is im- portant to standardise terminology and suggest ways to harmonise terminology over time. The CC2020 effort also envisions developing an open access, online comparison tool. The tool is expected to leverage this and other scholarly work so that stakeholders (e.g., computing edu- cators, administrators, etc.) could use it to develop curricula and course descriptions. For example, they could use the comparison tool to inspire or to motivate change in an existing curriculum, to correct or to assess a given curriculum, to compare one curriculum to another, or to contrast one computing discipline to another [86]. 
1.3 Team This study was carried out by a team of ten co-authors as part of a Working Group session at the 23rd Annual Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education (ITiCSE ’18). While the work began prior to the conference, the co-authors worked intensely from 30 June through 3 July, 2018 creating the outline and initial findings for this project, and planning the follow- on work. Figure 1 shows the team at the conference. As a whole, the ten-member team represented four U.S. institu- tions, two Swedish institutions, and one Scottish institution, with three of the members having direct experience of the creation of 
 
  
Figure 1: Working Group Team at ITiCSE’18. Standing (L- 
R): Åsa Cajender, Amanpreet Kapoor, Mats Daniels, Charles 
Wallace, Viggo Kann, Roger McDermott, Steve Frezza; Sit- 
ting (L-R): Mihaela Sabin, Arnold Pears, Anne-Kathrin Pe- 
ters (Photo: Sixten Cajander Daniels) 
 
 international curricula. Of the ten members, three are sitting de- partment chairs in various areas of computing and collectively they brought a broad range of experience to the project.  
1.4 Contribution One of the merits of this study is to propose a more comprehensive and practical set of scholarly-based definitions for the term com- 
petency. This work specfically presents an individual competency not simply a sum of knowledge, skills, and dispositions. Instead, it proposes that a well-formulated competency statement requires the presence of all components (potentially many from each compo- nent category) and a process that integrates those in a meaningful way in a given context. This assertion, while rooted in the extant literature, asserts this recognising that the term ’competency’ has varied and often con- flicting definitions (See [12, 42, 48, 50, 63, 71, 85, 105] and others). We make three principal observations in this regard. First, a com- petency is about developed proficiency in a particular area of work. Second, a competency has a structure and integrates knowledge, skills, and dispositions. Third, competencies in a learning environ- ment do not stand alone, but exhibit dependency relationships to describe different learning progressions in a degree program or a curricular unit where learning occurs. The notion that a competency is fundamentally about demon- strated performance in a work-related context is reasonably as- serted in the literature. A competency is understood in specific settings and by carrying out goal-oriented, concrete tasks. While some work-related expectations can be aspirational, they ultimately are performative and can be evaluated, as discussed in the body of literature surrounding outcomes assessment [46]. This study extends this body of literature in Section 2 . 
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  The second key understanding of competency concerns the in- ternal structure of a competency. This is a response to the cognitive- focused patterns common to many (most?) computing degree pro- grams [16, 55] and to the knowledge, skill, ability and similar for- mulations [30, 54, 105]. In this sense, we argue that the integrated knowledge, skills and dispositions model proposed is better aligned with a more holistic approach to education and assessment, in the sense that modern behavioural science research is "very clear that each person responds as a ’total organism’ or ’whole being’" [56]. In this sense, this report represents an extension of the existing literature in competency modelling, as it proposes that a compe- tency is not the sum of its parts, but rather the contextually-related synthesis of these parts extending the ’bundling’ approach. The understanding of disposition, and extending how and why this is es- sential to the effective application of competency-based education (e.g., [89]) is one of the core intellectual contributions of this work.  
1.5 Approach With the central goal to develop a means to describe contextualised competencies, the approach taken in this study was primarily two- fold: 1) to examine the theory of competency, and 2) to conduct a series of case studies to demonstrate the potential applications of the research. Here, the theoretical work was to inform and underpin a model, while the various retrospectives were intended to help understand issues with the various approaches, and help inform how to develop such models for use in education. A major contribution to the model development was a thorough examination of the educational scholarship surrounding compe- tency, competency modelling, and how it has been used in different educational settings. This is set forth in Section 2, which includes a definition of our proposed competency model. Section 3 then describes how this competency model can be used as a competency learning framework. These contributors to the model development are captured in the box in the upper right hand corner of Figure 2. Other significant avenues to explore our understanding of the competency concept were sets of data-driven case-studies from fac- ulty and students’ perspectives. These were conducted in Sweden, and are detailed in Section 4. The purpose of conducting several case studies was primarily to understand key educational stakeholders’ perspectives, and secondarily to inform both the developing model and methods for developing competency descriptions in practice. These are captured by the two lower boxes in Figure 2. We argue that much of the previous work in developing comput- ing curricular guidelines has utilized a knowledge-unit-plus-time approach with the goal of creating Body-of-Knowledge (BoK) collec- tions that are contained in various ACM/IEEE-approved computing disciplinary documents (e.g., IS2010, CS2013, SE2014, or CE2016) and are essential sources of information for our work. The goal of these avenues of research was to develop a theoretical framework for competency learning that can be applied to create descriptions of competencies situated in different contexts. We illustrate an example of use of our work in Figure 2. The context is a degree program at a hypothetical university that was originally defined based on the traditional knowledge-unit-plus- time approach. The black arrow indicates one route from these BoK collections and their time measures associated with knowledge 
 
 
Figure 2: Combined Theoretical & Retrospective Approach 
 units through the proposed theoretical framework to arrive at a description of a contextualised set of competencies defining the education degree program in terms of competencies within our Competency Learning Framework (CoLeaF). 
2 THEORETICAL   BACKGROUND The educational literature on competencies and their role in struc- turing the learning process is vast, encompassing as it does ideas about epistemology, agency, skill-acquisition, and the comparative claims of different competency frameworks. This has led to a va- riety of terminology, some of it contradictory and almost all of it confusing when trying to determine the scope of the basic defini- tions of the theory. Indeed, some researchers have stated that it is no longer possible to reconcile effectively the various uses of the terms in question and that the use of competency should be abandoned completely [107]: Winterton et al. state it this way: "There is such confusion and 
debate concerning the concept of ”competence” that it is impossible 
to identify or impute a coherent theory or to arrive at a definition 
capable of accommodating and reconciling all the different ways that 
the term is used." [108] Van der Klink and Boon [103] make the case for the popularity of the concept due, ironically, to the lack of clarity over the term competency and maintain that the number of definitions "is proba- bly incalculable" [104]. A literature study by Stoof, Martens, and Van Merriënboer [95] places the word in the "wicked words" cate- gory, meaning that its limits are hard to determine, which makes complete agreement on its meaning illusive. Despite its continu- ing fuzziness, the term promises to be useful in bridging the gap between educational outcomes and job requirements [52, 103]. Some of this confusion arises from the failure to disambiguate the fundamental terms associated with competency, which, in everyday language, are often used synonymously, specifically the words competence, competency, capability, capacity, ability. Moreover, it has sometimes been the case that the plurals of competence and competency are not defined to be the simple plural extension of the singular term. In addition, words which have come to denote components of competency, such as knowledge, cognitive abilities, and skills have also been defined in ambiguous ways, which again leads to confusion. For example, do we talk about the skill of playing 







 the piano or a competence in piano playing or capacity to use piano playing in a concert? Competencies as a conceptual framework for valuing the out- comes of higher education can be traced back to the 1970s and legal nursing and teacher vocational training programmes in the U.S.. These programmes emphasised the acquisition of the behaviour exhibited by outstanding professionals to study and develop desired skill sets [44]. The resulting approach to studying skills to copy be- haviour did not produce intended competencies and consequently the experiments did not attract much of a following. Although there has been renewed interest from labour organisations and vocational education in the concept, it was only at the end of the 1990s that higher education began to show interest and renew its participation in the conversation. Klink, Boon, and Schlusmans [104] highlight the following contributing factors: 1) a shift in the job market to- wards increased career and professional mobility; 2) the emergence of the "knowledge worker" and "knowledge economy" in which application of knowledge and skills and "the motivation to keep learning" are essential to one’s personal and professional growth; 3) new trends in higher education in response to an increasingly dynamic and complex world that makes sole acquisition of techni- cal knowledge insufficient; and 4) innovations in learning sciences and education, such as participatory learning, deep learning, and contextualisation, have evoked a switch "from knowing to learning". In conclusion, the persistently challenging problem of trans- ferring learning to new situations coupled with the move from knowledge to learning has created favourable conditions for the popularity of the terms competence and competency despite ongo- ing debate on their meaning and use in curriculum development. In the reminder of this section, we give some indication of the range of meaning which these terms have inherited and the historical context in which they have been used. Our examination of the rele- vant literature also informs the working definition of competency we present in this paper. Based on this definition we propose two models, a competency model (CoLeaF) and a competency learn- ing model, to assist the development of curricular guidelines and implementation of degree programmes.  
2.1 Basic Definitions and Theory 
Definitions. 
Competence/Competency. In general, we understand ”Com- petence” to mean the state of being able, or the generic capability which is a necessary requirement to perform, or the set of charac- teristics which enable performance. Some authors distinguish between the concept of compe- 
tence and competency with competence generally referring to functional areas and competency to behavioural areas. When related to vocational and professional education, the concept can also be defined in other words: Professional com- 
petence is seen as the generic, integrated and internalised ca- 
pability to deliver sustainable effective (worthy) performance 
(including problem solving, realising innovation, and creating 
transformation) in a certain professional domain, job, role, 
organisational context, and task situation (following Mul- der [62]). 
Armstrong [4] sought to differentiate between competence and 
competency: 
competence describes what people need to be able to do to perform a job well; the emphasis is on doing perhaps in terms of achieving the desired output?. 
competency is defined in terms referring to those dimensions of behaviour lying behind competent performance. These are often referred to as behavioural competencies, because they are intended to describe how people behave when they carry out their jobs. 
Competent. Competent is the adjective describing being ade- quate or qualified and having the abilities or qualities to function and develop. Competence can be used in different contexts: Competence as a prerequisite, such as the specific educa- tion and training requirements necessary for permission to practice within a particular occupation; Competence as an outcome, that is, performance to a set standard; Competence as a capability exercised in accomplishing spe- cific work tasks, i.e. competence as a practical accomplish- ment [43]. Woodruff [109] suggested that the term competency was used to refer to two factors: the proven ability to perform a job competently, i.e. to the standards required in employment; the sets of behaviour the person must display in order to perform the tasks and functions of job with competence. Passow defines competency as “the knowledge, skills,abilities, attitudes, and other characteristics that enable a person to perform skillfully (i.e., to make sound decisions and take effective action) in complex and uncertain situations such as professional work, civic engagement, and personal life” [71]. This formulation is picked up and defended by Pikkarainen: The traditional dimensions of competence: knowl- edge, skills and attitudes— or head, hand and heart—can now be seen and restructured ... to better understand the wholeness of the competence. Attitudes, skills and knowledge are not separate competences or com- petence areas, but rather components in one and the same whole competence. We could say that skills with- out knowledge are blind, knowledge without skills is empty, and both knowledge and skills without at- titudes are inert and ineffective. This view stresses that knowledge and knowing as cognitive action is re- ally action which requires skills and attitudes just like with any material action. The latter respectively re- quires and formats knowledge and skills, and will not take place at all without a right attitude, i.e. wanting and having to do [79][p. 632]. 
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  which will help stakeholders of computing education describe, com- pare, and communicate about computing degree programs.  
2.2 Dimensions of Competency How do we characterise or categorise a competency? If we only list the elements that make up its internal structure, we arrive at a list of knowledge elements or description of requisite skills which makes comparison with other competencies difficult. We could look at common elements on the lists but this does not give us a real indication of how a competency is being used. Another approach is to try to characterise the competencies by their properties when applied in the world. Mulder identified ten competency dimensions [63]. Each dimen- sion is a more or less independent lens for external observation of the use of a competency in the world. These dimensions are:  (1) Centrality: the degree to which a competency is central to a professional engaged in some field. The range would be from central to peripheral. Central competencies are essential for effective performance and being used frequently, whereas peripheral competencies are less important. So, for example, if we consider the competencies of a software engineer, a pro- gramming competency might be considered central whereas a financial management competency might be considered more peripheral. (2) Specificity: (which Mulder labels Contextuality) the degree to which a particular competency is generic or specific to a particular situation or context. Here, being more specific means being more-or-less related to a specific situation which may be an individual circumstance or a particular content domain. More generic competencies are applicable across wider contexts. For example, social competencies tend to be more generic whereas those derived from educational contexts tend to be more specific. There is a high consensus though that competencies actually get meaning in a specific situation [62]. (3) Definability: the degree to which a specific competency can be clearly defined. (4) Developability: the degree to which a competency can be developed, in the sense of growth mindset [110], or is seen as a fixed personal qualities. (5) Dynamic nature: the degree to which a competency is trig- gered by or expressed in certain circumstances. Some compe- tencies appear to be part of the background human condition, whereas others come into action in specific circumstances. (6) Knowledge inclusion: the degree to which knowledge is considered to be important. Some competencies, especially those drawn from a practical or vocational context, appear to have a more implicit knowledge component, being mostly dependent on the developed skill of the practitioner; in other competencies, the knowledge component is more explicit. An example of the former would be the competency to make a wooden cabinet carpentry joint which relies on the skill of the carpenter. An example of the latter might be a compe- tency to solve a differential equation. 
(7) Measurability: the degree to which competencies can be measured. Some competencies appear to be directly measur- able, such as the competency of singing a particular note. Others appear harder to measure because they involve as- sessing various proxies which may require significant inter- pretation or analysis. (8) Mastery: the level to which a competency is achieved. Some competencies, such as driving a car, can be more-or-less fully achieved after a period of study. Others, such as the competency for drawing a portrait, appear to be more open- ended. (9) Performativity: the degree to which a competency relates to performance. This may be linked to measurability if the competency is based on an explicit demonstration but there are some competencies which are less easy to measure but are nevertheless essentially performative, e.g. intercultural competency. (10) Transferability: the degree to which competencies can be successfully applied in a range of professional situations. These dimensions play a role in our understanding of a compe- tency. For example, if one considers "driving a car" as a competency, then one could consider that its centrality would be limited to a small set of professions; its specificity would be somewhat con- textual to right- or left- side of the road driving; Its definability and developability would be generally good for healthy adults; Its dynamic nature would be low, as much of the mastery of ’driving a car’ involves the development of implicit knowledge and skill applicable in a wide variety of times, conditions and locations, and not triggered by very specific conditions; Its knowledge inclusion would be mixed, as there is both implicit and explicit knowledge needed; Its measureability would be reasonably good, as examples of levels of driving skill have been established in various settings; Mastery, as mentioned, based on its measureability is also very high; Its performativity would be high, as this is not demonstrable outside of a ’car’ as would its transferability. What these dimensions provide is a language in which to con- sider how statements of competency can be examined and com- pared. Competency models aim to help structure developing com- petency statements for descriptive or prescriptive use.  
2.3 Existing Competency Models and 
Frameworks Existing competency frameworks provide insights into different types of competencies, as well as different ways of modelling com- petencies, as we describe in the following. Societies and organisations (professional, national, or interna- tional) have embarked on initiatives aimed at improving educa- tional systems worldwide to successfully prepare students in a rapidly changing, interconnected, and complex world. These efforts have the common, prevalent trait of proposing frameworks built upon the notion of competency. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) through its International Student Assessment (PISA) prioritised education for global citizen- ship and global competency and proposed an assessment frame- work for which they introduced the notion of global competency as a multidimensional capacity [33]. In their definition, globally 
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  competent individuals have "the capacity to examine local, global and intercultural issues, understand and appreciate different per- spectives and worldviews, interact successfully and respectfully with others, and take responsible action toward sustainability and collective well-being". Structurally, global competency in the PISA OECD framework is composed of knowledge, cognitive skills, and social skills and attitudes. Shifting attention to the outcomes of the educational process has increased interest in defining competencies in terms of what makes students successful in their future endeavours, whether success relates to personal development, employment, or participation in society [97]. As more organisations and consortia have proposed frameworks of competencies, the more ambiguity and uncertainty have surrounded the definition of competency and qualifiers accom- panying the term competency, such as "key", "core", or "twenty-first century", that have emerged from the construction of different frameworks. The UNESCO report [97] gives the example of the European Union Reference framework [99], which defines com- petency as "a combination of knowledge, skills, and attitudes ap- propriate to the context" and set apart key competencies which all individuals need, on a full spectrum from personal development to "active citizenship, social inclusion and employment". The report also recognises the recurrence of similar competencies in different reference frameworks, although the degree of importance of each competency and proposed classifications exhibit variations. For example, some frameworks propose the four ’Cs’ - communication, creativity, collaboration, and critical thinking as key competencies. UNESCO International Bureau of Education [2] examined cur- ricular frameworks in countries from all regions in the world and found that almost 90 countries mention generic or cross-cutting competencies in their general education curricula. Among the most prevalent generic competencies were social competencies, such as empathy, respect for others, and communication. Other competen- cies include problem-solving, creativity, digital competency, and numeracy. Generic competencies mentioned by almost half of the countries were civic competency, collaboration, critical thinking, and  entrepreneurship. In Germany, a three-dimensional competency model is used in K-12 computing education [41] (see Figure 3 and its English translation in Figure 4). In the K-12 Informatik model it is argued that learners develop competency by engaging with content ("Inhalte"), in different pro- cesses ("Prozesse"). What is termed as content (e.g. algorithms, sys- tems) corresponds to knowledge. What is described as processes relates to skills that are acquired in practices (e.g. model and im- plement, present and interpret). Content and skills are seen as interwoven, the content can be identified from analysing a skill and vice-versa. For example, content (knowledge) can be enacted in presentations and interpretations, and content (knowledge) can be deduced from studying processes. The third dimension "An- 
forderungsbereiche" describes a quality of engaging with content and skill, how much the learner makes the content and skills his or her own, which relates to dispositions. In the present work, we sug- gest to understand competency as more than its components. We discussed this model and illustration and came to understand that a competency must be more than the components of a competency. 
 
  
Figure 3: Model used for K-12 "Informatik" education in Ger- 
many [42] 
 
Figure 4: English translation for Figure 3 
 Bachelor’s and master’s programs in Informatics [42] recom- mend content and competency areas. Examples for competency areas are technological competencies (where examples of con- tent component of these competencies are computer organisation, databases, security), cross-disciplinary competencies (whose con- tent domain pertain to societal, ethical, economical, environmental aspects of computing), and method- and transfer-based competency (e.g. strategies for knowledge acquisition). Other frameworks classify competencies into cognitive, intrap- ersonal, and interpersonal. Education for Life and Work report [73] contrasts the generality of 21st century skills manifested at home, school, in the workplace, and in social networks with their view of 21st century skills as "dimensions of expertise that are specific to - and intertwined with - knowledge within a particular domain of content performance". The close link between knowledge and skills, the committee of the report argues, factored into choosing the term of "competencies" for the 21st century skills. The report organises the competency domains into cognitive, involving "reasoning and memory", interpersonal or "capacity to manage one’s behaviour and emotions to achieve one’s goals, including learning goals", and interpersonal domain, related to "expressing ideas, and interpreting and responding to messages from others". 
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  The classification of the 21st century competencies proposed by the Education for Life and Work report [73] aligns competencies with the skill categories in the Occupational Information Network (O*NET), the U.S. primary source of occupational information that frames occupational skills covering over 1,000 occupations in the en- tire U.S. economy [21]. The O*NET cross-functional skill categories that are mapped to the 21st century competencies include social skills, complex problem-solving skills, system skills, process skills, and content skills. It is important to point out that none of the 21st century intrapersonal competency categories (intellectual openness, work ethic and conscientiousness, and positive core self-evaluation) has a corresponding O*NET skill set. This gap re-enforces our ar- gument for considering dispositions as a necessary competency component that better aligns individual education outcomes with individual outcomes in the world of work, civic engagement, and social participation. 
2.4 Working Definitions of Our Competency 
Model We view competencies as personal qualities causally related to demonstrated proficiency or accomplishments in an area of work, civic engagement, and social participation. Competencies tell how good one is in a particular line of work, whether on a job, in a profession, or other socially constructed opportunities, such as an interest group, a community-based organisation, or a type of civic engagement. Competency integrates knowledge, skills, and dispositions and is context -situated. These integral components of competency manifest in observable and tangible form within a work context: 
Knowledge or "know-that" are predominantly cognitive or intellectual qualities that refer to mastery of core concepts and content knowledge 
Skills or "know-how" are more practical qualities that peo- ple develop and learn over time with practice and through interactions with others 
Dispositions or "know-why" and "know-yourself" are af- fective or dispositional qualities, encompassing attitudinal, behavioural, and socio-emotional qualities of how disposed people are to apply knowledge and skills to solve problems or address issues of personal, social, or workplace-related interest 
Context represents relevant and authentic situations related to problems/issues and aspects of work in which competen- cies manifest. The knowledge component of competency is understood as knowledge development and relates to conceptual learning theo- rised by Piaget as cognitive schemes through which an individ- ual makes sense of the world and includes sensory information in his/her existing cognitive structures (assimilation), which are modified as a result of the individual interactions with objects in the world (adaptation) [78, 90]. Although Piaget emphasised the significance of the child’s social environment for knowledge de- velopment, in his writings knowledge is portrayed as schemata in the individual’s head with little attention given to social aspects. The most significant influence on the learner’s conceptual learning, argued by the developmental psychologist David Ausubel [5, 90], 
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  In recent years various educational efforts have increasingly embraced the term competency. Some notable examples include public education goal statements and skills frameworks proposed by various nations and European Union, the Programme for In- ternational Student Assessment (PISA) [33], college and career readiness framework by the U.S. Council of Chief State School Offi- cers [67], competency-based education [58], and industry-specific skills frameworks (including computing-related frameworks such as SFIA and EITBOK). Competency-based education has reached all levels of education, from kindergarten to secondary [58, 93] and to professional graduate education [83]. These and similar efforts consistently include the terms knowledge and skills in their descrip- tions of competencies, and, invariably, add to those descriptions something else, using terms such as behaviours, habits, beliefs, attitudes, values, dispositions, emotions, feelings, personal traits. Two terms in this list (which is not exhaustive by any means) have gained predominance, attitudes and dispositions, with the latter receiving more traction recently. We favour the choice of a single term, namely, dispositions, to accompany the well-known terms of knowledge and skills in our working definition of competency. To reach more definitional cohesiveness, facilitate conversations, and engage multiple stakeholders in concerted efforts around competen- cies we find helpful to include three contributing terms: knowledge, skills, and dispositions (See [79] among others). Our preference for the term dispositions draws on studies from teacher education programs, learning sciences, and educational psy- chology, which examine the affective domain of student learning and teaching practices. We have also been inspired by research on student engagement as quality of effort, interest, and willingness to participate in learning [57] and the indexing of the student en- gagement levels by three types of criteria: cognitive, affective, and behavioural [22]. These criteria assess student learning through the lens of mental effort (cognitive criteria), investment and emotional reactions (affective criteria), and active participation (behavioural criteria) in learning tasks. The idea of dispositions is that "people’s behaviour is guided not only by knowledge and skills but also by predilections or tendencies [...] in intellectual, social, and moral conduct [...] exhibited under certain conditions" [75]. John Dewey preferred the word "habit" and observed that dispositions suggest "readiness to act overtly in a specific fashion whenever opportunity is presented" [26]. Other names under which dispositions appear in the literature, as noted in [19], include habits of mind [24], mindsets [28], and learning power [23]. A dispositional view on competency offers the means to distin- guish between what a person can do from "what a person does do within the limits of his or her capacity" [7, 79] or, in other words, what "turns abilities into action" [84]. In the field of teacher educa- tion research, Schussler [89] observes that the term dispositions is less clearly defined than what teachers should "know and be able to do", idiom indicative of knowledge and skills development in teacher preparation programs. Despite the lack of clear definition, teacher education accreditation standards in the U.S. use the term disposi- tions alongside knowledge and skills in teacher education [29]. As personal qualities, dispositions come from inside but are manifested on the outside through application of knowledge and skills [89]. Borrowing from Schussler’s definition of dispositions expected  of 
effective teachers, we adopt the view on dispositions as "point of inception", from which one’s thinking and actions emanate, with a "point of convergence", representing one’s filter of taking in external influences of the environment. The convergence-inception duality of the disposition locus is not dissociated from a socio-cultural frame in which dispositions live [19]. What drives the inclusion of dispositions in teacher education curricula in the U.S. is the "pro- grammatic necessity to prepare teachers who will be committed to all learners’ learning and growth" and moral and ethical respon- sibility to teach all students "fairly and equitably". The challenge that dispositions’ inclusion in teacher education standards poses ex- tends to a similar challenge from including dispositional qualities in our working definition of competency: empirical measurement [14] and how to frame and assess student dispositions. To help computing education community move forward in its consideration of computing competencies, we propose to follow teacher education community call-to-action more than a decade ago when they were seeking a common ground for discussion around dispositions in teacher education curricula, that is, opening a dialog though efforts such as the CC2020 project, development around updates to computing curricular reports, and further researching the nature and role of competencies in computing education. We offer our working definition of competency to initiate such dialog. Conceptualising competency in terms of situated knowledge, skills, and dispositions in an authentic context creates the oppor- tunity to describe a discipline or a disciplinary degree program in more direct connection with the students and their agency to learn in the discipline and graduate successfully from a degree program. With the learner at the centre of the educational enterprise, tradi- tional bodies of knowledge "come to life" and push educators to think harder and be more intentional about not only what content their degree programs should comprise, but also what should happen in their classrooms: what type of learning activities would engage individuals with the content knowledge, through what practices, for what purpose, and why students should care about learning the content. In addition to learners and educators, competencies do a better job translating what the outcomes of education are to other stakeholders, such as employers, policy makers, professional societies, other communities, and general public. These stakehold- ers are direct beneficiaries of competency research, whose "main purpose is to define intended learning outcomes of educational processes, as required by the ’customers’ of these processes" [48, p. 229-230].  
2.5 Challenges,  Potentials,  and  Implications 
for the Application of Competency Models The concept of competency and its application is however not without potentially negative implications, as critically discussed in [10, 79]. We review some of the different arguments for and against using competency models and argue that the concept of competency does bring forward the current discourse in computer science and engineering education that focuses on technical content and skill, however that the critical discussions must continue to inform the use and development of competency models. Narrowly economic, utilitarian, individualistic, and ideological commitments of the discourse of competency have been criticised 
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  by many [79]. Barnett [6] e.g. argues that competency models are used to ensure the needs of the labour market, to produce the required knowledge. University education becomes increasingly steered by economic interests, which undermines broader educa- tional goals such as giving the learner opportunities to develop self. The influence of economics is visible in the language used to define and discuss the concept of competency. For example, competen- cies are described as learning outcomes from the viewpoint of the "customers of education" [48]. In this work, we use the term stake- holders and argue for the importance to consider the multitude of stakeholders of computing education, i.e., students, educators, labour market, and society at large. In the development and application of competency models, the role and purpose of university education needs to be taken into consideration. Traditionally, universities were autonomous institu- tions in teaching and creating knowledge [6]. The more education is operationalised by other stakeholders, the less autonomy univer- sities are granted and the more they becomes a service provider to others. Competencies are defined as qualities that make action or per- formance possible and as such understanding tends to get a less significant role in the discourse on competency-based education [6, 81]. The term "proficiency" has been proposed to de-emphasise performance and to draw attention to individual qualities [93]. Go- ing back to the origin of the notion of competency, the term com- petency is connected to high-order learning, associated with terms such as "Bildung", where the individual and holistic development is considered central [79]. Competencies describe what the individual is or should be able to do, behaviour however is always shaped and constrained by the environment [18]. We  can only observe ’manifested  competency’, i.e. competency as it becomes manifest in a situation and in an envi- ronment [79]. If students do not demonstrate competency, the issue is either the student’s competency or the learning environment. Competency on the one hand side gives agency, considering that competencies allow action, but what or who is seen as competent is negotiated in social contexts, which limits agency. Considering the learning environment and different stakehold- ers in the specification and application of competency models is especially important because of current structural inequalities in our educational system [49, 81]. For example, computing has been constructed in ways that are associated with masculinity, masculin- ity as it is re-produced in the western world, which marginalises women [31, 88]. A dominant competency model that is not estab- lished taking into account the experiences and interests of different interest groups or demographics risks to perpetuate current in- equalities. Competency should therefore be seen as a concept which con- tains and somehow balances different sides of an individual person’s qualities such as skills, dispositions, and cognitive functions. Addi- tionally, it should connect and balance the views to an individual person on the one hand, and to the social and other environments of that person on the other hand. Thirdly, it should be connected to the deep essential or ontological features of a human being and it should help in planning, managing and measuring educational activities. Further, it should perhaps be applicable to the theoretical structures of scientific educational research and at the same time 
be usable in discussions between practitioners of education and university managers [79]. Competency is a useful tool to think about the learner in more holistic ways than in terms of cognitive capabilities. It helps to im- prove the employability of degree program graduates at the same time as it can help to acknowledge the learners in their individual process of developing hand, head and heart [79]. With this work, we are clarifying dispositions, a dimension that has until today mostly been put aside, e.g. "in lack of psychological expertise" [55, p. 5], in order to develop a more holistic education. We argue that this can help to increase the comparability of educational programmes, and to assess learning in more holistic ways. In developing and applying competency models using our competency learning framework, we should keep in mind that there may be less utilitarian values, such as carefulness, thoughtfulness, humility etc. [6] that we are not currently including in our models (e.g. in lack of assessment meth- ods or language to express them formally). We should also keep in mind the following questions when implementing competency models: Are we constraining students? What learning behaviour do the competencies cause? How does the a competency-based ed- ucational system "form the students"? What are the ideal students?, Who are the students whose voices currently are not heard?  
3 COMPETENCY LEARNING FRAMEWORK To provide a structured approach to deriving and describing com- petencies we define a competency-based framework for learning (CoLeaF). We begin by providing a stricter definition of the internal structure of a competency in order to establish the basis of a more usable and formalised competency model. We then describe how competencies can be though of using the notion of hierarchies of competencies.  
3.1 Structure of a Competency In order to be able to represent competencies more strictly we de- fine a competency is an integrative function consisting of a set of knowledge elements, a set of skill elements, and a set of disposition elements [79], as defined in §2.4. These three sets are the com- 
ponents of the competency and represent the knowledge, skills, and dispositions associated with performing the competency in a context. Figure 5 depicts a competency C with its knowledge com- ponent C .K (with elements k1, k2,. . .), skill component C .S (with elements s1, s2,. . .), and disposition component C .D (with elements 
d1, d2,. . .). As discussed in Section 2, competency manifests in a context which is represented by the black box in Figure 5. Each competency’s components are integral to the competency in the particular context and therefore should not be seen as free- standing entities. Furthermore, a competency is not uniquely de- fined by its components, and therefore should be seen as more than just the union of its components. As a consequence, different compe- tencies may share knowledge, skill, or disposition components, and may even have identical components, however, the performance aspect may still allow these to be distinguished as independent competencies in different contexts. Finally, it is important to note that this abstract conception of competency achieves manifestation 
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  (and the holder of the competency achieves agency through per- formance of the competency) only within a particular context as indicated by the black box of Figure 5.  
Figure 5: Knowledge, skill, and disposition components of a 
competency 
 
3.2 Structure of Competency Learning It is important to note that the Competency Learning Frame- 
work (CoLeaF) we propose is intended to capture the relation between competencies in a particular learning context and depict a situation at the conclusion of the learning experience described. That is, there is a considerable freedom regarding the temporal ordering of addressing individual learning elements. The frame- work is intended to capture that learners leverage and build on competencies they have already attained in the process of devel- oping new ones. Hence, competencies in a learning environment do not stand alone but depend on preceding competencies. De- pendencies between competencies form a directed acyclic graph. A set of competencies and a dependency relation defined over those competencies thus constitutes a competency learning framework. Figure 6 depicts a situation where competency C0 depends on competencies C1 and C2. In this case, C0 shares knowledge elements 
k1 and k2 with C1, shares knowledge elements k2 and k4 with C1, and requires an additional knowledge element k5 associated with neither C1 nor C2. There are a few implications of the Competency Learning Framework that is illustrated in this example. For instance, the context of the different competencies in a competency learning framework might be different and learning elements in preceding competencies might become obsolete in more abstract competen- cies, e.g. k3 in the example. A learning element can be obtained separately, e.g. k2, but has to be used in the context of the compe- tencies C0, C1 and C2 together with all other learning elements of the respective competencies in the specified contexts in order to conclude that the three different competencies have been mastered. In theory we could describe any competency as being without dependencies, but that would soon become unwieldy as a learning and/or education structuring aid. We thus assume that a compe- tency learning framework always is constructed of a directed acyclic graph for all except the most elementary competencies. In addition to allowing individual learning elements to be addressed at differ- ent times in an educational setting, we also want to point out that when instantiated, the Competency Learning Framework (CoLeaF) presented here may have multiple topological orderings, suggesting that there might be different linear learning progressions for the same competency. Figure 7 gives an example of such an instantiated CoLeaF framework. Here the numbering of competencies shows 
 
 
Figure 6: Competency Learning Framework (CoLeaF) 
 
Figure 7: Instance of Competency Learning Framework with 
learning progression C5 to C0 from more concrete and fun- 
damental competencies to more abstract and complex com- 
petencies 
 one valid reverse topological ordering, meaning that to achieve C0, one would achieve, C5, C4, C3, C2 (based on having achieved C4 and 
C5) and C1 (based on prior C4). It should be stressed, however, that learners may work concurrently on multiple competencies, so a linear progression from one competency to another may not reflect a true temporal learning order. 
3.3 Types of Competencies The CoLeaF framework (as previously discussed) defines each com- petency as an integration of a set of three learning components: knowledge, skills, and dispositions. In a specific setting a given competency may emphasise one component over the others. For in- stance, some competencies are knowledge focused like competence in Theoretical Computer Science where the knowledge learning component is more highly emphasised than the skill and disposition dimensions. On the other hand, other competencies like "persever- ance in the face of technical challenges" can have a higher level of the disposition dimension in comparison to knowledge and skill. In addition, competencies can also be categorised as generic or specific, depending on references to the problem context. Take for instance the competency of "relevant and responsible problem solv- ing". Problem solving can be a generic competency (as in the current debate over computational thinking) as well as a specific compe- tency (situated as the ability to apply CS techniques to a given task description), depending on the context of the problem definition at hand. For instance, the competency might be considered generic if 
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  we consider problem solving as an holistic competency for a soft- ware engineering graduate, while it might also be highly specific if the competency is defined in terms of a narrow assessment or context such as a competency in solving a programming problem where a student needs to demonstrate problem solving when they are provided with concrete specifications for a particular problem and application domain. However, even in these instances the dispo- sition component cannot be excluded, context of problem solving, ethical and cultural dimensions are always present, even though they may be hard to capture.  
3.4 Application of the Competency Learning 
Framework  (CoLeaF) The discussion above leads to an important question for this re- port. How do we apply this framework to formulate or express competencies that capture the performances (expressions of com- petency) expected from graduates of a program of study, a course, or a curricular module? In order to define the highest level or most abstract competency of a program, course, or curricular unit, is is necessary to articu- late the knowledge, skill, and disposition components associated with an authentic context. This context is crucial, since it provides the motivation for the student, making it meaningful to learn and perform that competency. CoLeaF thus integrates mastering the competency’s core content in tandem with practising and develop- ing relevant skills and forming dispositions that positively influence learner agency with respect to sense of self and responsibility for interactions with others. Competency learning is thus a progression, and using our top- down approach, we can define the set of competencies on which a higher-level competency depends. Learning a competency that does not depend on other preceding competencies implies a set of learning activities that are self-contained, in the sense that they would more likely involve fundamental knowledge, and more basic skills associated with the specific dispositions needed to apply knowledge and skill in an appropriate context. In many cases, competencies desirable in tertiary computing education have significant dependency chains, typically reaching into students’ pre-college experience. These dependencies in stu- dent cognitive skills and knowledge are commonly modelled and assessed as ’outcomes’ in tertiary computing education. However, current learning outcomes focus primarily on development and assessment of students cognitive skills as a part of the examination process. Formulation of graduate outcomes has been emphasised in some contexts, but is still uncommon in many contexts. Learning outcomes help educators to focus on student learning progress, measure changes in learners’ knowledge and behaviour, and align educational objectives with instructional practices. Edu- cators formulate learning outcome statements to describe learning milestones students achieve in their program of study. At the high- est level of abstraction of a student learning progression, learning outcomes express the lofty goals of education, such as act respon- sibly and knowledgeably to benefit one’s self and society. How- ever, many of these more lofty goals and outcomes are not simply cognitive, but rather imply significant skill and dispositional (and 
affective) components of student learning [59]. To this end, well- structured CoLeaF statements can help programs make explicit the dispositional aspects of their program’s intent, and better design assessments to target the competencies desired of their students. In its most basic form, for example, a CoLeaF instance modelling the beginning of a learning progression, CoLeaF modeling would involve very specific elements of the knowledge, skill, and dispo- sition learning components. This could be students learning new content knowledge and acquiring supportive skills in a learning environment set up to conducted in a way to engage students, ad- dressing their dispositions to using the associated knowledge and skills. Because competency is normatively assessed through some form of demonstration, this would be through learning activities intended to apply the knowledge content, practice the new skills and reflect the related disposition(s). Hubwieser and Sentance [48] note that learning outcome state- ments usually combine “certain knowledge element and a descrip- tion of observable behavior” expected of learners at the comple- tion of a segment of instruction. The knowledge and behavior dimensions of a learning outcome originates from Anderson and Krathwohl’s [3] revision of Bloom’s famous taxonomy of learning outcomes [13]. While Bloom dissociated three domains of learning outcomes (cognitive, affective, and psychomotor), his taxonomy is one-dimensional and takes into account only the cognitive domain. The behaviour dimension in Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy [3] substi- tutes the six nouns with corresponding active verbs (ordered slightly differently), and is complemented by dimensioning knowledge from factual to conceptual and metacognitive. In practice, however, the reigning six active verbs (remember, understand, apply, analyse, evaluate, and create), including the overloaded ‘understand’, and a plethora of synonyms have been extensively used to write syllabi and program objectives that continue to elevate the knowledge or cognitive dimension as definitional of what students learn and are able to do.  
4 CASE STUDIES Competencies provide a powerful way to reason about the value that an education might represent for different stakeholder groups. However, the discussion in the paper up to this point has been largely theoretical in nature, with the result that the application of CoLeaF in practice is not entirely obvious. Pragmatic application of the CoLeaF approach is illustrated using two case studies. The first analyses student expectations of their educational programme, while the second applies a body of knowledge based approach. Our intention is that applying the Competency Learning Frame- work (CoLeaF) presented in this paper will allow domain and educa- tional system specific descriptions of competencies to be developed and compared. The earlier parts of the paper have discussed notions of competence, and modelling competence. The result is a working definition of "competence" and a formalisation of the composition of competences through aggregation and synthesis of "knowledge" and "skills" mediated and integrated by and through "dispositions". To understand the intended application of CoLeaF in pragmatic elicitation we provide two case studies, which serve to illustrate how the framework can be applied. We focus on two major exam- ples, though the expectations of many other stakeholder groups 
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  (e.g. academics, industry representatives, and policy makers) might equally well be modelled in a similar manner. This aspect of CoLeaF is best illustrated using case studies. Our first case study is an inductive analysis drawing on data collected from students and academic staff regarding which competencies they think are relevant for a specific educational setting. Our sec- ond case study examines deriving competency descriptions in a specific domain, here the software testing area, combining previous curricula definitions and Bodies of Knowledge (BoKs) as underlying data.  
4.1 Case Study: Student Perspectives on 
Competencies The first case study draws on student perspectives on learning outcomes and competence formulating competencies from student statements. Moreover, a comparison could be made between fourth year students’ and first year students’ perspectives related to com- petencies. Student perspectives on competencies in Sweden (the target nationality of students for this case study) can also be placed in relation to the program learning outcomes defined in the "Higher Education Ordinance". This case study results in a set of compe- tencies that the students found most important in their education. Their perspectives and the implications for education are discussed by the end of this section. This this case study provides a strong student perspective, and it is particularly important to note that no effort was made to force a CoLeaF competency structure onto the students’ responses or thinking. The goal was to understand how fourth year students saw and experienced competency development in their educational situation. Their impressions of their tertiary degree program, seen through the lens of competency statements, and related to the stated program outcomes provide a rich source of data for the subsequent formulation of competencies using the CoLeaF  guidelines. 
4.1.1 Competency Statements from Fourth  Year  Students.  Our first case study draws on a data set consisting of competency state- ments generated by fourth year students in the 5-year Computer Science and Engineering degree program at the KTH Royal Institute of Technology. The data was collected through a mandatory survey administered as an element of the Program Integrating Course [51] in May 2018 at the end of the academic year. The question chosen for this case study, comprises a small part of the overall survey, and was formulated as follows. There are many competencies that a computer sci- ence education should provide. These competencies can be divided into subject-related professional com- petencies (e.g. skills that are involved in developing, correcting and testing program systems), general pro- fessional competencies (e.g. different types of commu- nication and group work skills) and self-regulatory competencies (e.g. competencies that have to do with reflection, planning and learning). Which competencies do you think are the most im- portant that you have developed during your studies at KTH? (List as many competencies you like, but at 
Table 1: Knowledge-focused competency as expressed by 4th 
year students 
 
 least two competencies of each of the three types, one competency per line.) A total of 83 4th-year students answered the question. They listed 404 “competencies”, about five per student, of which 162 can be classified as unique. A thematic analysis of the answers from the students was con- ducted with the intention to cluster student responses. Some of the listed competency statements demonstrate a student focus on plain knowledge components as a definition of comptence, see Table 1, while others were disposition-focused, see Table 2. The major part, more than 85%, encompasses competencies containing at least one skill component and potentially other compoments relevant in the CoLeaF framework. These were possible to cluster into 11 clusters that we could interpret and name. As an example, the communi- cation skills competencies are shown in Table 3. The clusters and number of student stated competencies in each cluster can be found in Table 4. Analysis of the student stated competencies in the subject-related professional skills cluster identified three sub-clusters for which we could formulate the following statements: Develop and maintain 
programs and systems, Analyze and solve problems algorithmically, 
Be versatile in programming. In the next step we formulated themes for each of the other skill clusters, ending up with the 12 aggregated student expressed "competencies" in Table 5. It is interesting to note that most of these statements are not competencies in the sense that we have defined them, nor as dis- cussed in the academic literature on the subject. The conclusion we 
theoretical foundation on which programming is based broad knowledge of computer science advanced algorithms and data structures complexity theory programming paradigms (2 statements) software production flow and methodology software architecture (3 statements) new design patterns to improve your versatility interaction design web development model verification data  representation how an operating system really works how a computer really works (2 statements) computer architecture computer security (3 statements) artificial intelligence algorithms and approaches machine learning (3 statements) standard data science tools standard of data managing, databases etc. necessary mathematical knowledge (3 statements) logic Unity general insight into modern digital technology a good picture of the job market 
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communication (13 statements) to present ideas/results well both orally and in writing (both as formal presentations but also in discussions, brainstorming etc) (8 statements) to present ideas to people with less developing skills to  explain technology oral communication to speak in public to get your point across to communicate in English (2 statements) to argue and discuss in English writing skills in English, by reflections and papers (2 statem.) to discuss technical problems with others to discuss others’ ideas to communicate in a group (5 statements) to convey core opinion of complex ideas and plans via talking to use computer science vocabulary to write scientific reports (4 statements) to read papers and documentation (4 statements) proper writing document formatting information visualization 
 
Table 2: Disposition-focused competency statements ex- 
pressed by 4th year students 
 
 
Table 3: Communication skill-focused competency state- 
ments by 4th year students 
Table 4: Clustering of 4th year student stated competencies 
 




comp. Knowledge 36 25 Subject-related professional skills 108 35 Generic professional skills: Teamwork 61 19 Communication 51 20 Problem solving 14 8 Information finding 4 2 Other generic skills 9 6 Self-regulatory skills: Planning, time management and stress handling Learning and studying 41  26 9  5 Self-reflection 18 4 Self organisation, responsibility 15 9 Self-evaluation and limitations 6 5 Dispositions 15 15 In total 404 162 
 









 draw from this analysis is that even students who are nearing grad- uation are unaware of the role that engagement, disposition and temparament play on their future workplace life and career devel- opment. We conclude that student stakeholder elicitation provides important input, but needs to be complemented with employer and academic perspectives in order to generate complete CoLeaF competencies. 
4.1.2 Competency Statements from First Year Students. Having asked fourth year students how they perceived the competencies needed for working life, we wondered if one can derive useful competencies even from less experienced students. To address this issue we use similar data from first year students of the same program and analyse the data in the same way. We have asked all students at their end of their first year of studies, i.e. 20 percent of the five-year program, to suggest competencies. The question was similarly formulated as for the fourth year students, but instead of the most important competencies that the students think that they had developed during their studies, we asked for the most important competencies that the students think that they 
should develop during their studies. 142 students answered, and 133 of them gave us permission to use their answers in research. These 133 students stated 639 competencies, about 5 per student, of which 175 were classified as unique. 
Develop and maintain programs and systems Analyze and solve problems algorithmically Be versatile in programming Work in groups in different settings Communicate orally and in writing in different settings Identify, analyze and solve problems in different settings Retrieve information in an effective way Plan and use your time wisely in a healthy way Learn independently and efficiently Reflect on your work, studies, future etc. Organize your work and take responsibility Evaluate yourself and identify what you can improve and your limitations 
self confidence standing up for myself scientific way of thinking ethical awareness never giving up on solving a problem accepting multiple solutions to the same problem curiosity about new technologies keeping in touch with current research and technological development being active and supportive in teamwork hearing everybody out, finding a way to work with people that don’t match you personally being attentive confidence that I have learned a wide variety of skills and can approach different kinds of problems feeling comfortable with math and programming desire and ability to pursue my own projects importance of knowing the fundamentals of how a software (like a game engine) works 
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  We used the same method to analyse the data from the first year students. The result of the clustering in eleven clusters can be found in Table 6. We identified three sub-clusters in the subject- related professional skill cluster and formulated aggregated student perceptions of competencies, see Table 7.  
Table 6: Clustering of first year student stated competencies 
 




comp. Knowledge 50 29 Subject-related professional skills 157 39 Generic professional skills: Teamwork skills 100 12 Communication skills 46 12 Problem solving skills 31 5 Other generic skills 4 4 Self-regulatory skills: Planning,  time management 87 11 Self-learning and independence 48 10 Self-reflection 29 7 Self discipline, responsibility 21 5 Dispositions 66 41 In total 639 175 
 
Table 7: Aggregated first year student competencies 
 
 
4.1.3 Comparison of Student Statements with Definition of Ed- 
ucational Program. Through our analysis we have identified the set of competencies and dependent-competencies that the students think are most important in regard to their education and future careers. How do these competencies compare to the competency and outcome framed goal definitions of the educational program, as codified in the official program objectives [82]. There are ten pro- gram objectives, of which four refer exclusively to knowledge areas, however, the other six are formulated in a manner similar to the competencies we have been discussing in the remainder of this report: 
(1) Have the ability to independently define and solve computer- related construction problems. (2) Have the prerequisites for successful work in international and multidisciplinary project groups which consist of people from both technical and non-technical backgrounds. This includes the ability to orally, and in writing, present as well as argue in Swedish and English. (3) Independently analyse and adopt a standpoint on economi- cal, societal, environment-related and ethical consequences of computer science applications, and to design systems con- cerning this. (4) Through self-development, retain one’s professional abilities during a professional career. (5) Have prerequisites and abilities to participate in and develop the practices which are applied in industry, administration, and academic research. (6) Follow and promote the discussion concerning technology in society. We have been able to link all fourth year student stated compe- tencies, including the dispositional and several knowledge-focused competencies, to these six program objectives, and they seem to cover the program objectives quite well. We did not find any com- petency that did not fit into the broader definition provided by a high level program objective. If we formulate the program’s comprehensive competency of 
work as a computer science engineer in terms of a set of enabling (depending) competencies, we thus obtain a four level competency hierarchy, representing a precedence graph of competencies as summarised in Table 8. In exactly the same way we could create a four level competency hierarchy using the first year student competencies, the aggregated competencies of Table 7, the program objectives above, and the program’s comprehensive competency, see Table 9. 
4.1.4 Discussion. The students were not taught what a “compe- tency” was before they were requested to answer the competency question above. Therefore, it is natural that some answers only contain a knowledge component, see Table 1. However, these state- ments were less than 10% of all student statements. Even though the number of stated competencies gleaned from first year students (Table 6) is 60% larger than the number of stated competencies by 4th year students (Table 4), the number of unique competencies is about the same (only 8% larger). This might indicate that a point of saturation has been reached. The largest difference between the size of the 1st and 4th year unique competency clusters is that the first year students stated more dispositions (41 compared to 15) but fewer generic professional skills (33 compared to 55). From the 1st to the 4th year, the students are exposed to a number generic professional skills, which might put the 4th year students in a better position to identify such skills and distinguish amongst them, as well as experience them as important program competencies. For a first year student it might be easier to imagine dispositions without a true context due to lack of experience in the field. When looking at the generic professional skills mentioned by the 4th year students, see Table 8, there are a few things worth discussing related to the different skills. First the communication 
skills mentioned, see Table 3, are very much focused on oral and 
Develop and maintain programs and systems of high quality Analyze and solve complex computational problems Develop and manage large IT systems Work in groups in different settings Communicate orally and in writing in different settings Formulate, analyze and solve problems in different settings Plan and use your time wisely in a structured and healthy way Learn independently and efficiently Learn from mistakes and hare knowledge Reflect on and evaluate your work Reflect on ethics, gender, and inclusiveness Show self-discipline and take responsibility 
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  human communication, and not so much communication mediated by technology or communication with technology. One reason for this might be that some computer science students see technol- ogy as a neutral medium for communication [61], that does not affect communication, and therefore do not mention this kind of communication. Moreover, listening is not mentioned as a part of communication and many students seem to focus on information transfer or one way communication from them to others. More- over, it is interesting to notice that even though the survey was distributed in a Swedish context, many students have stressed com- munication in English as an important competency that they have acquired during their education. In terms of  teamwork skills, many students expressed that this is a crucial part of their education. It is worth noticing that working in large groups is explicitly mentioned as an important competency acquired, and that learning how to work in diverse teams has been especially appreciated as a competency. Previous research in Sweden reports, however, on students who really do not see the development of competencies such as intercultural communication and working in diverse teams as relevant to their education or discipline [77]. This research also shows that the area of computer science is experienced by many students as only being about “solving problems and programming” which can be linked to a “systemic problem solving perception” of the discipline. However, our earlier research has also shown that students’ perceptions of what is relevant can be shaped and expanded during their education. When interpreting the generic skills stated, we notice that googling, “to Google in an Effective Way” or searching the internet is mentioned as a crucial skill that they have developed during their education. None of the students mention other means of develop- ment of information skills such as through books, or other kinds of literature, which reflects a trend among students, and a value system inherent in the culture of the educational programme. When looking at the self-regulatory skills mentioned by the students, planning seems to be one of the most appreciated skills developed together with self directed learning, and especially to learn fast. Planning and learning were given as examples in the task description, which might have influenced the students. We were interested in whether the student stated competencies missed important parts of the program objectives, whether they ad- dressed all program objectives, and whether there are student stated competencies that not at all fall within the program objectives. The competencies in Table 8 show that all program objectives indeed were addressed by the students. Moreover, every student stated competency, even each disposition, could in a reasonable way be associated with one of the program objectives. This exercise thus indicates that, in the case we consider here, the program director, who defines the program objectives, and the 4th year students agree to a large extent on which competencies a student should possess after completing the program. The level of agreement can be taken as an important indicator of program coherence and alignment of student conceptions with programme leadership expectations [51]. For the first year student stated competencies, we used the same method to create the program competencies in Table 9. The compe- tency set is similar but not identical to the program competencies based on the 4th year student statements. At least for this program, the program competencies picture based on the first year students 
is as useful as the program competencies picture based on students at the end of their education. 
4.1.5 Summary. This case study demonstrates how students’ reflections on competency can be used to derive thematic clusters concerning how students see the competencies they are, or think they are developing. While this does not in itself provide a com- plete picture of competencies we argue that student expectations and perceptions are an important aspect of eliciting competency definitions from engaged stakeholder groups. Table 8 shows the cor- respondence between the program objectives and the student-stated competencies. Interestingly, even the environmental and ethical objective elicits corresponding student-stated proto-competencies. There is a body of research which suggests that Engineering stu- dents loose interest in social impact and related topics over time [20], however, our results show the opposite. What these results suggest is that exploring student perceptions of competence is an important factor in program assessment and in formulating culturally relevant competency statements to capture local conditions. 
4.2 Deriving Competencies from Discipline 
Documentation An alternative case study approach is to derive competencies from the documentation for an existing course, program or set of knowledge- units. The difficulty is that these existing descriptions for a course, degree-program or knowledge units have been developed over time, typically using traditional outcomes language focused on knowl- edge attainment and/or use. Consequently they include implicit competencies, rather than explicit ones. As such, a naive mapping of knowledge units or topics in a course or degree program would not normative map directly to the CoLeaF framework. This sec- tion presents an exploration of the explicit and implicit competency components as an example of deriving competency statements from discipline documentation. An illustration of utilising CoLeaF can be drawn at many levels, from a tertiary/ disciplinary-level down to learning-unit levels or below. From a practitioner’s perspective, the idea that the purpose of one’s tertiary education, or even of a particular course is the development of contextually-situated professional competencies is immensely practical. This section presents an example of deriving CoLeaF statements at a course/class level, specifically for a soft- ware engineering topic common to computer science education: Development of competency in software testing [36]. The specific context is a software testing module comprising approximately 1/2 of a 14-week (semester) class for an undergraduate degree program in Software Engineering from the United States. The student work on developing testing competency was spread out across the se- mester. The work included homework focused on specific skill and knowledge development, and application to a course project begun at mid semester, and then completed in the last weeks of the course. Software testing is a well-documented mandatory topic in soft- ware engineering, and is routinely part of a tertiary education program in software engineering [17, 39, 69]. Software testing has significant cognitive (knowledge) components, such as Black-box test design, white-box test design, unit, integration, system, test design, etc.. However, it is more often characterised as a skill [92], due to the integrated nature of testing knowledge components, 
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Table 8: A competency hierarchy based on 4th year student’s experience of competencies 
To work as a computer science engineer a Master of Computer Science and Engineering should: 
Independently define and solve computer-related construction problems. Develop and maintain programs and systems the theoretical foundation on which programming is based (knowledge) [24 sub-competencies omitted] Analyse and solve problems in an algorithmic manner advanced algorithms and data structures (knowledge) complexity theory (knowledge) address problems in an algorithmic manner design, implement and analyse algorithms and data structures Be versatile in programming pick up new languages/systems/frameworks write code in several programming languages and many different contexts program using functional programming feel comfortable with math and programming (disposition) know the importance of knowing the fundamentals of how a software (like a game engine) works (disposition) never give up on solving a problem (disposition) [4 competencies omitted] 
Have the prerequisites for successful work in international and multidisciplinary project groups which consist of people from both technical 
and non-technical backgrounds. This includes the ability to orally, and in writing, present as well as argue in Swedish and English. Communicate orally and in writing in different settings [15 sub-competencies omitted] Work in groups in different settings work in an international group; work in a bigger team of developers; collaborate; plan work in project groups; discuss/reflect in groups; organise a larger project with several members; analyse other people’s work; work with people that are very different from you/that you are not comfortable working with/having different preferred methods of how to tackle a problem, bringing forth your own ideas in a collaborative project; identify which role I have in a group dynamic; handle conflicts; lead teamwork; divide and delegate work communicate in a group (communication skill) lay out work beforehand (planning skill) manage projects (other generic skill) be active and supportive in teamwork (disposition) hear everybody out, finding a way to work with people that don’t match you personally (disposition) accept multiple solutions to the same problem (disposition) 
independently analyse and adopt a standpoint on economical, societal, environment-related and ethical consequences of computer science 
applications, and to design systems concerning this. Reflect on environmental sustainability with respect to computer science Reflect on ethical issues as a computer science professional Show ethical awareness (disposition) 
through self-development, retain one’s professional abilities during a professional career. Learn independently and efficiently Reflect on my own development Identify when I need to learn something on my own, when I need to repeat or rehearse something 
have prerequisites and abilities to participate in and develop the practices which are applied in industry, admin, and academic research. Identify, analyse and solve problems in different settings Plan and use your time wisely in a healthy way Organise your work and take responsibility Evaluate yourself and identify what you can improve and your limitations Show a scientific way of thinking (disposition) Be confident that I have learned a wide variety of skills and can approach different kinds of problems (disposition) Show desire and ability to pursue my own projects (disposition) 
follow and promote the discussion concerning technology in society. Explain technology; speak in public; get your point across; retrieve information in an effective way Think critically Be curios about new technologies (disposition) Keep in touch with current research and technological development (disposition) 
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Table 9: A competency hierarchy based on first year student stated competencies 
To work as a computer science engineer a Master of Computer Science and Engineering should: 
have the ability to independently define and solve computer-related construction problems. Develop and maintain programs and systems of high quality [39 sub-competencies omitted] Analyse and solve complex computational problems theoretical computer science, such as algorithms, data structures, and logic (knowledge) decompose computational problems understand, analyse and solve problems of computational or mathematical character solve complex problems with a computer in a flexible and efficient way be certain that you can solve problems by putting known problems in new contexts (disposition) Develop and manage large IT systems [13 sub-competencies omitted] 
have the prerequisites for successful work in international and multidisciplinary project groups which consist of people from both technical 
and non-technical backgrounds. This includes the ability to orally, and in writing, present as well as argue in Swedish and English. Communicate orally and in writing in different settings [12 sub-competencies omitted] Work in groups in different settings cooperate; cooperate in programming and software development; show leadership; divide the work in a group; motivate others to work; work efficiently in groups/with other people; work in both small and large groups; handle different types of group dynamics; solve conflicts in a group; work inclusive in a group; compromise; present to your group 
independently analyse and adopt a standpoint on economical, societal, environment-related and ethical consequences of computer science 
applications, and to design systems concerning this. knowledge of sustainability Reflect on ethics, gender, and inclusiveness reflect on ethical issues and how they influence your work reflect from a gender perspective reflect on how to be inclusive Show ethical awareness (disposition) 
through self-development, retain one’s professional abilities during a professional career. Learn independently and efficiently Learn from mistakes and to share knowledge Constantly be open to changes and continuous self-development (disposition) Be conscious of your actions and how to improve yourself (disposition) Be ambitious and put high demands on your work (disposition) Be willing to develop your competencies, not be content with what you have (disposition) 
have prerequisites and abilities to participate in and develop the practices which are applied in industry, admin, and academic research. Formulate, analyse and solve problems in different settings Plan and use your time wisely in a structured and healthy way Show self-discipline and take responsibility Reflect on and evaluate your work Use your knowledge in practice Work according to a specification and plan 
follow and promote the discussion concerning technology in society. Communicate your ideas so that others will understand Use correct technical special language when speaking about your area Communicate your product or research to different target groups Retrieve information in an effective way Think critically and show a critical approach (disposition) Show a scientific approach based on facts in both your communication and your work (disposition) 
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 and then the notion that software testing is the performance of a series of inter-related quality activities that touch upon assessing and responding to the quality of a particular software component. The skill aspects expected of a software engineer are illustrated in Table 10. 
Table 10: Table of Testing-related Skill Areas from [92] 
 
Software Engineering Lifecycle Skill Areas and Skills: Software Testing Skills: Software Test Planning Software Testing Infrastructure Software Testing Techniques Software Testing Measurement and Defect Tracking 
Software Engineering Crosscutting Skill Areas: Software  Quality Skills Software Quality Management  (SQM) Reviews (review, walkthrough, inspection) The Software Engineering 2014 (SE2014) report documents the community agreement on what comprises tertiary education expec- tations for software testing. These are presented in Table 11. In this table, the software testing topics deemed essential (E) in SE2014 that are intended in the course are listed, and each topic is denoted at knowledge(k), comprehension(c) or application(a) level [69]. While some of these expectations are at the ’comprehension’ level (c), most of these topics are expected to be learned at the ’application’ level (a), "Using learned material in new and concrete situations. For example, using information, methods, concepts, and theories to solve problems requiring the skills or knowledge presented." From a competency perspective, while the language utilised is that of a cognitive skill, the expectation, at least for the course, is for students to actually perform these skills in an appropriate context - implies both skill and dispositional outcomes. 
Table 11: Table of Testing Terms [69] 
 
Reference  k,c,a ED VAV.rev.1 Personal reviews a E VAV.rev.2 Peer reviews a E VAV.tst.1 Unit testing and test-driven devel- opment a E VAV.tst.2 Exception handling (testing edge cases and boundary conditions) a E VAV.tst.3 Coverage analysis and structure- based testing a E VAV.tst.4 Black-box functional testing tech- niques a E VAV.tst.5 Integration testing c E VAV.tst.6 Developing test cases based on use cases andor user stories a E CMP.tl.3 Unit testing tools c E Following the SE2014 intent, the competencies involved in the course centre can be simplistically expanded as: 
Knowledge of test vocabulary, and how to develop tests us- ing several types of code, e.g., patterns for boundary-value, domain, path and other styles of generating test values for different types of code. 
 
  
Figure 8: Competency hierarchy fragment for software test- 
ing concepts 
 
Skill centred around concepts of test planning, establish- ing and utilising test infrastructures (e.g. unit testing frame- works, etc.) and introductory testing measurement and de- fect tracking. 
Dispositions focusing on how students value testing and other software quality interventions - will they design and implement tests for their code when they are not forced to by the context of a testing course? Using this näive approach, the notion that these software test- ing competencies are hierarchical is easy to establish. For exam- ple, while the topic of ’boundary-value’ testing can be considered knowledge, in a proper sense this is not just knowledge, but also related skill and disposition. In this sense, the ability to apply of black-box testing implies a competency in black-box testing: the student mastering of the conceptual, procedural and dispositional knowledge [11] of boundary-value testing. At another level, the more general ’software testing’ competency central to the course can be generalised, that is, subsumed into a broader competency for software systems testing. This would happen by generalising the testing competency to go beyond just software, e.g., to include integrated hardware components, and the competency in Software System Testing would include the competency of Software Testing. Moving down the competency hierarchy would be examining say the application of a particular software testing pattern, such as "Boundary Value  Testing." Figure 8 depicts a fragment of the competency hierarchy for the course. The competency names are somewhat arbitrary, but parallel modules in the course and reflect the vocabulary of the text and course notes. This is however, only a very partial view of the competencies involved in software testing. When seriously considering the "personal qualities causally related to effective performance in an area of work" that "Integrates Knowledge, Skills, and Dispositions" in the professional context of software testing, the preliminary understanding of the competencies depicted in Figure 8 has a number of deficiencies. While the figure accurately represents the hierarchical nature of the concepts, it is not very effective at identifying the integration of the disposition and skills needed to successfully apply the testing concepts listed. Other skills and dispositions need to be considered from among those 
• 
• 
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  taught, and intended of the learners in the course. This requires an exercise in collapsing and reforming the competency tree in order to more completely identify the core and sub-competencies that are intended of the learners in the course. 
Collapsing  and  reforming  the  competency  tree.   Already  having a competency tree offers the possibility to find alternative ways to structure the tree. There are multiple approaches, but two key ones are to reconsider the course outcomes and the course intent to better define the competencies already included in the course, and to explore these same sources to find implicit competencies not yet defined. The process would be to abstract away all but the top compe- tency and collect all knowledge, skill, and disposition components in three sets and then look for potential subsets of learning com- ponents that could form a "new" or ill-defined competency/sub competency. Ideally, when contextualised for the course in which these students would be working, these top-level competencies should serve as useful learning objectives for the course, as they would aspirationally describe the competencies that the learning experiences are intended to help develop. The current stated course objectives related to Software Testing should also convey that intent. In this case, the stated course outcomes were: (1) Develop and apply appropriate tests for object-oriented soft- ware designs (2) Appreciate the need for designing and testing in effective software development Which leave significant implications as to what is meant, and what K-S-D components are expected to be demonstrated by stu- dents. Making explicit the implied K-S-D components in the context of the disciplinary expectations should result in more useful, well (or better-) formulated competency statements useful for the course. Examining the course material and intent, the first of these out- comes statements includes the following software testing skills and knowledge from Figure 11: unit testing and an introduction to test- driven development (VAV.tst.1), patterns for testing edge cases and boundary conditions (VAV.tst.2), coverage analysis and structure- based testing (VAV.tst.3), black-box functional testing techniques (VAV.tst.4) and an introduction to integration testing (VAV.tst.5). But the anecdotal evidence of students leaving the course suggested best-practice outcomes of the course in fact had students leaving the course employing, and prepared to effectively employ these practices on their own projects and in the workplace. They had begun to, and through their experiences reported back from their internships and occasionally in other university projects demon- strated "a personal commitment to quality" [40]. When thinking about the goals of the course, applying CoLeaF serves as a structure to support thinking out the synthesis of these fragments of knowledge, skill and disposition statements in the context of the course material. In this case, as the course has been run multiple times, this can include not just the hopes of the in- structor, the course outcomes and related domain definitions, but also the best-case competencies demonstrated by students exiting the course. These two course outcomes are very broad; the course material that supports setting students up with the foundations for test-driven development, e.g., (VAV.tst.1) where student design 
test cases prior to writing code, and leveraging the test-case devel- opment process to explore aspects and issues of the requirements emerging design. This is the most interesting of the content foci, as it implies disposition, and relates to course outcome (2). Similarly the outcomes, at least aspirationally, hope to provide students with the experience to judge test-case design methods. Success for the course is to have student choose to not just mechanically apply test-case generation techniques, but rather judge between high- value (or higher-value) tests, and invest in those. Similarly, it also implies that students will choose to design test cases early in the development process and use this to help explore requirements ambiguity. Again, this exploration of intent of the course implies not just skill in test development, but also skill and the willingness to eval- uate the potential of individual test cases to find bugs. The demon- stration of this set of skills would want to explore multiple of the test-case generation techniques, successful application of those techniques, good judgement in reducing these test-cases to include the most likely to find bugs, and judicious addition of more test cases when warranted. This type of competency is more related to applied quality, indicating that students not only understand testing, but care enough about the quality of the product under test to leverage well the test techniques and tools they have available. So perhaps the central competency isn’t really about testing, but rather about enacting quality. With these thoughts in mind, a working competency statement for the testing component of the course might look like: 
Demonstrate personal commitment to quality software 
development employing effective software testing tech- 
niques. While still broad, this statement better captures the intent of the testing component of the course - to develop professional com- petence, including the professional values surrounding software quality utilising the community-agreed mechanism of software test- ing. While the definition of the content of "effective software testing techniques" is left ambiguous, this material would be obvious in the context of the course syllabus, and similar to other appropriate ambiguities in outcomes language, would also open to shifts as the science and practice of effective object-oriented testing changes. 
4.3 Summary This brief examination of competency from curricular documents suggests that the effort involved in developing CoLeaF statements can be useful. The faculty effort in uncovering the implicit com- petency components from the curricular documents can result in broad statements that better capture the aspirational and demon- strable goals of degree-program/course, etc. 
5 DISCUSSION CoLeaF provides a competency model encoding learning products in individuals in the form of performance based metrics grounded in fundamental building blocks. These building blocks are knowledge, 
skill and disposition, and we posit that these mirror the expectations of the results of education as summarised in the learning theory survey of Krathwohl [56]. In alignment with Krathwhohl, et al., our 
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  work suggests that it is not the learning components per-se that for- mulate competencies, which in turn are expressed in performance, but rather the synthesis of these components which empower per- formance. Here the observation of Pikkarainen [79][pp.628] in re- gard to the concept of competency is informative. “Competency is a promising candidate for the product of education because it is something needed in the labour market, or at least is discussed in work and management discourses in addition to educational discourse.” While this formulation is common (e.g., [67, 74, 96] and others), a number of other approaches have been proposed (e.g., [85]). This work synthesises a broad collection of educational scholarship to ad- dress the structure of a competency (e.g., [71, 79]). For example, it is easy to find both in educational research literature and practitioner parlance a particular debate among education researchers and prac- titioners. These mixed approaches, and in particular models focused on ’abilities’ are common in educational literature [6, 89, 105]. Fig- ure 9 illustrates a U.S. Department of Education 2001 conceptual model that regards competency fundamentally as a combination of skills, abilities, and knowledge where "Competencies, then, are the result of integrative learning experiences in which skills, abil- ities, and knowledge interact to form learning bundles that have currency in relation to the task for which they are assembled" [105]. These conflicting definitions (e.g., ability vs. disposition) may seem trivial to the casual observer, but their negative impact has been substantial [74, 75, 89, 107]. KS  Competencies Diagram.png 
  
Figure 9: 2001 Competency-based Conceptual Learning 
Model using ’Abilities’ (Source U.S. Department of Educa- 
tion in [105]) This figure suggests, common to much of the competency litera- ture of its day, a model that is incompletely connected to the psycho- logical foundations of learning, specifically the cognitive, psycho- motor and affective dimensions [56]. The notion that competency- based education has value, and is important to a more effective approach to educational practice is well founded. E.g., the bundling and unbundling of skills and knowledge ”that drives competency- based initiatives among post secondary entities” [105] is not new. That competencies need to be understood with respect to the learner is also consistent with arguments advanced by other authors in the current literature. 
Also common in the literature is the view that a competency is best modelled as knowledge and/or skill components that can be considered separate from the associated dispositional compo- nent [74]. Our work synthesising other significant scholarly liter- ature suggests that integration is crucial [6, 74, 75, 89]. The the- oretical underpinning of CoLeaF presented in Section 2 and the consequent model (Section 3) strongly suggests that a well-modelled competency is in fact more than the individual consideration of its knowledge, skill and dispositional components. The CoLeaF frame- work, while not entirely novel, represents a significant departure from many attempts at applying competency to guide the structure and conduct of education, as well as providing a means for defin- ing educational "product" in the context of the modern utilitarian tertiary education discourse [79]. [pp.622]. 
Disposition One of the contributions of this work is the inte- gration of disposition into the model. However, like the term ’com- petency’, disposition can also be a misleading concept. In English disposition has two co-existing definitions: the first is administra- tive, while the second refers to human temperament. The administrative meaning is the one employed in this and other work related to competency [38, 75, 86, 89]. The fundamental point of departure is that disposition is that ”Act or power of disposing or the state of being disposed” where the definition of ’being disposed’ is ”to place in readiness” or ”arrange in an orderly way” [64]. In the context of a competency, a disposition helps to order knowledge and skill in context; to connect the ability (knowledge and skill) with the follow-through of the appropriate behaviour [74]. Dispo- sition is not separate from, but rather intertwined with knowledge and skill [75, 79], that in fact when we define a competency well, there is a ’right’ or ’better’ application of knowledge and skill in some particular context(s). From a learning perspective, disposition is the affective component that deploys skill and knowledge into appropriate action in a specific context. The understanding demon- strated in the performance of a competence is not fundamentally temperamental nor is it a permanent or fixed tendency of a person. Rather disposition relates to the wilful affect of a person to act in a certain manner in particular circumstances. Here the clarification offered by Pikkarainen [79][pp.628] in regard to the concept of disposition is elucidatory. “..disposition is often thought of as a normally invisi- ble (or virtual in Greimasian parlance) character of an object, which manifests itself and becomes visible or actual only in some special situation; for example, the fragility of glass, which is invisible and virtual so long as the glass remains intact, but which manifests and actualises when something hits the glass. Here we can see a strong structural equivalence; both competence and disposition are things which at some time are invisible and virtual, and which at some other time are manifested and actualised.” Dispositions are developed over time, and are consequently both learned and learnable [89]. To the extent that a person translates dispositions into habits, and those habits become integrated into their behaviour, does disposition, one’s competency, become a more long lasting part of one’s personality. E.g., where they affect the subject’s temperament in the second English definition. In the same 
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  way, some dispositions, can, and have to be, unlearned, and replaced by other dispositions. This is often considered to be a natural part of the moral growth of a person as they negotiate their agency in relation to the wilful translation of their values and through the se- lective application of their skills and knowledge. Hence, disposition as an ingredient of competency is not immutable; the dispositional aspect of competency is always experienced in relation to the value systems of the environments (context) of which the learner is a part. In this sense, disposition is something negotiated through the individual and reflected in their performance in familiar and unfa- miliar contexts. While this understanding of disposition is learned, it is also informed by one’s character and community and how it is applied can and should shift with one’s understanding of the context/circumstances. To this extent, disposition is clearly connected to the upper levels of Bloom’s Affective Domain: Valuing, Organising, etc. The affec- tive domain [56] includes the manner in which we deal with things emotionally, such as feelings, values, appreciation, enthusiasms, motivations, and attitudes. At the upper levels of the affective do- main taxonomy is valuing, including acceptance, preference for, or commitment to a value followed by the conceptualisation of that value. These are critical to competency modelling because they re- late values to skills and knowledge enacted in context. Internalised values help to determine how we will act, implicitly supporting the ranking of various alternatives considered while formulating the ’right’ or ’better’ application of knowledge and skills. The acknowledgement that disposition is an important factor in computing education has been recognised particularly in recent computing curricular documents [86, 96].  
5.1 Impact on Curricular Documents CoLeaF represents a clear departure from the knowledge-centred approaches common to current computing curricular documents (E.g.,[69, 70, 96]). When these existing curricular documents are used to define graduate competencies the result tends to focus on statements related to graduate performance in specific curricula and knowledge areas, and other important graduate competencies that are not based in the body of knowledge risk being omitted or ignored. This knowledge-centred approach to defining educa- tional goals fundamentally "fails to recognise that student success is dependent on a broader range of fundamental skills, including social-emotional skills, and the application of these "soft" skills" [58]. We suggest that the historical, body of knowledge, approach is flawed from several perspectives. 
Agency: Firstly, the approach builds on content, rather than expectations of current and future agency as an individual develops and pursues a career. The computing discipline has a deeply rooted engineering tradition [98] that emphasises the ability of profes- sionals to apply knowledge and skill well in various contexts. This includes their ability to recognise the context they are working in, and to be ethical agents in their workplace and society. Well- modelled competencies encourage breadth of learning - to learn not just teach academic knowledge, but also the skills to apply their knowledge, the disciplinary skills to enable their application, in- cluding the disposition to apply them appropriately in the context 
of the work being conducted. As suggested in the case-studies pre- sented in Section 4, this breadth includes understanding the depth of knowledge, skill and disposition needed, as well as the lifelong learning skills that are needed for success beyond the classroom. 
Breadth: Secondly, a focus on knowledge runs the risk of omit- ting other types of professional competency such as communica- tion, teamwork and resolving intercultural issues in a given context. Many of the higher-order problem-solving, analysis, design, and development skills needed in computing are reliant on effective communication and teamwork. As such they are reliant on disposi- tional knowledge, as well as the integration of knowledge, skill and disposition that learning theory presented in Section 2 suggests is central to an effective competency-based approach. 
Mindset: Thirdly, the knowledge-focused approach tends to over-focus on two, rather than all three foundations to a compe- tency. There is an ’engineering mindset’ applicable to computing that includes understanding and accepting the ambiguity involved with real human problems and objectives, or the humanity of the people served by technology [37]. Rather than encouraging stu- dents to develop these competencies, knowledge-focused approach encourages the notion that people’s “abilities are carved in stone”. In contrast, a competency-based approach encourages growth mindset with a belief that all students can learn and continue to improve [58]. This is particularly critical when people can view dispositions them- selves as being fixed, and unchanging, perpetuating traditional roles, cultural norms and power dynamics that do not support inclusive- ness and cultural responsiveness.  These areas of improvement will not be immediately resolved by adoption of CoLeaF or other forms of competency modelling. While CoLeaF provides a structured framework for modelling, the many benefits of competency-based education [58, 72] can only be realised by individual programs adopting a competency-based approach in defining the aspirations of their degree programs, and then, like other outcomes-based approaches to education redevelop the course content and assessment to focus on student performance. Hence, this work presents both a challenge and a path to advance the definition of particular program of study and/or curricular documentation of the goals of degree programs This study supports the CC2020 work focusing future interna- tional curricular documentation revision to take on a competency- based approach to describing computing disciplines. Our work proposes a new methodology which draws extensively on key stakeholder groups. To elicit relevant and sustainable graduate competencies data should be collected via interviews, focus groups and surveys. This data can then be analysed using a variety of qualitative techniques [9, 100]. To illustrate how this process might result in competency state- ments we explored data collection and analysis using case stud- ies. In Section 4.1 we have utilised a grounded theory inspired approach with influences from phenomenography [60] to cluster student data collected in two surveys and relate student statements to competencies in a degree program. In Section 4.2 we presented a course-level competency derivation, and illustrated the derivation 
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  of competency statements utilising existing discipline and course documentation. Developing competencies is not an easy process, partly due to the fact that different stakeholder groups take different perspectives. Employers, students and academic staff all have their own unique view of the goals of education [66], and also the competencies needed to practice the various computing professions. In addition we can ask, what does society at large demand, and what consti- tutes professionalism and quality when we discuss competency frameworks [79]?  
5.2 Relating Competencies to Outcomes For competency modelling to be useful for computing education, it is essential that there be an effective bridge to outcomes assess- ment [46]. When examining issues related to competency modelling, this is in fact one of the issues that has been prevalent in the liter- ature [8]. Outcomes assessment, both at the degree-program and course level are essential to the quality management of effective educational processes. In current practice, the context of most out- comes assessment in computing is focused primarily on cognitive knowledge and skills related to computing (e.g. examine the defini- tion of learning outcomes enshrined in the Bologna Process [79]). But "Professional skills and attitudes form an increasingly large part of the requirements of computer science graduates. Students are assessed on their knowledge and cognitive skills but not on the attitudes that will lead them to practice in the workplace what they have been taught in the classroom" [40]. Hence the assessment of disposition, and particularly student performance of the integration of disposition, skill and knowledge suggested by the CoLeaF frame- work appears to be a significant improvement for the definition of outcomes at different levels of the educational structures. Competencies can, as the two case-studies presented in Section 4 suggest, be developed at both the program-of-study and the indi- vidual course level. The case studies indicate, to no surprise, that significant investment into uncovering the implicit competency components and to clearly restate the competency is needed. This process entails, we argued in Section 2.5, to consider the different stakeholders, society, industry, and the students, as well as differ- ent values for mankind. Thus, we view it as a central competency for a computing professional to be able to critically engage with a particular ethos - for instance as an approach to the software and systems development work [38, 40]. To measure whether a student has in fact developed appropriate competence requires assessment of more than just knowledge and skill - it involves the attitudes and values. Using CoLeaF to define competence outcomes carries with it significant potential in im- proving the value of outcomes assessment work. The aspiration for competency outcomes is to contribute to prompting instructors to explicitly develop integrated knowledge, skill and disposition in their students. By explicitly formulating these competency out- comes and communicating them to students, the potential arises for students to explicitly develop a better lexicon for the ethos ex- pected of computing processionals. Similarly, the potential advan- tages for using CoLeaF for outcomes assessment is equally useful. As competence is normally expressed through performance, well- defined competence statements lend themselves to the assessment 
of integrated knowledge, skill and disposition. This can imply that difficulties in assessment emerge, but can also be expected to result in significant benefits due to a more holistic approach to outcomes. Many of the issues with competence assessment centre on the assessment of disposition. The literature repeatedly assert that it is much harder to measure dispositional performance, "partly be- cause there are very few validated assessment instruments but also because students can tell which responses will be rewarded or penalised and answer accordingly" [40]. Similarly, only in rare occasions dispositions can be assessed directly, but rather lend themselves to being assessed indirectly [38]. Other difficulties with disposition outcomes can be identified as well. "Instructors face a dilemma: on the one hand they are uncomfortable with processes that can be seen to judge their students’ worth, but on the other hand they are constrained to ensure the moral sensibility of their professional graduates" [31]. This tension is central to understand- ing the purpose(s) of computing education [65] and instructors’ roles therein. While a competency-based approach to outcomes assessment presents these and other difficulties, such an approach brings with it several significant advantages. The integrated approach suggested by CoLeaF places integrative concepts, such as the need to take the development of professional qualities very seriously at the forefront in designing and deploying computing curricula. The critical impor- tance of realising this linkage is emphasised in numerous studies and reports [40, 59, 63, 83, 87]. However, one of the most critical advantages of a competency-based approach to outcomes is the integration of ethics into curricular delivery [83]. While disposition remains a challenge of outcomes assessment, the advantage is that contextually-situated performance always reflects and helps shape the learner’s moral outlook and bridges gaps between content learn- ing and professional skill and disposition development [38, 83]. Similarly, competency modelling in support of outcomes also sets up a situation that pulls the documented and assessed curricular and course intent closer to language relevant to industry. One of the leading issues in realising professional education is addressing the longstanding disconnect between academic program practice and industry needs for learners [11, 15, 54, 102]. Competency modelling provides a structured way to document this, and when employed in a degree program, help employers and students recognise that the graduate has them. In all, documenting outcomes as integrated competencies makes these links more explicit, and thus easier to communicate, assess, teach and learn.  
5.3 Connection to Sound Educational 
Philosophy Lastly, there is a strong argument that competence is fundamentally belongs at the core of education and sound educational philoso- phy [63, 81, 91]. In a sense, competence development is "a useful theoretical tool when we try to understand the basic structure of education" [79]. It is not that competence is a part of education, it in fact defines it: We can therefore define education, or rather teach- ing, as an attempt to bring about changes in some- one’s competence. How then can this change happen? Competences do change, but what is the mechanism 
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  whereby this happens and how could it be controlled. ... [T]he change of competence through the subject’s own action, is the activity area of education, and it is traditionally called learning [79]. In this way, well-formulated competency definitions are not just supportive of outcomes assessment in computing education with useful benefits, rather competencies are actually a philosophically and methodologically sound approach to computing education. They are at the core of what computing educators do, and the sooner that computing educators will acquire more tools for our teaching [47] and encourage actualising students’ performance in their own environments. Expansion of these findings to full programs, and the methods and exercises needed to develop CoLeaF statements is beyond the scope of this work. 
5.4 Recommendations CoLeaF establishes a structure for consistent approach to exploring competency as a means of modelling both aspirational and perfor- mative goals of degree programs. In a broader context we propose that disciplinary areas employ a structured approach to collecting and analysing data to establish a collection of graduate competen- cies relevant to a disciplinary area within computing, such as those defined by the established bodies of knowledge. We propose utilizing CoLeaF or other structured approach to defining graduate competencies. We recognize that this is a substan- tial and important departure from prior practice in regard to defin- ing graduate competencies. Existing curricular documents define a body of knowledge, often in conjunction with recommendations about the centrality of that content with regard to the discipline, and include an indication of the amount of effort to be devoted 
This paper provides a foundation for further work regarding capturing educational learning goals spanning from the specific to the holistic. It provides a comprehensive analysis of the research establishing a case for competencies and their use in computing education, outlining a significant body of relevant education and computing literature on competencies, competency models, and the relevant theories involved. It presents the Competency Learning Framework (CoLeaF) and how it can be used as a tool to significantly improve the integration of competency concepts into computing education. Case-studies serve the dual purpose of informing the development of CoLeaF, and providing examples of the construction of concrete examples of context specific competency descriptions. An open question is the application of CoLeaF for curricula pur- poses. One obvious application of CoLeaF is as a means to specify competencies in specific contexts, for example, a degree curricula definition at an educational institution, whereas its applicability in capturing competencies in more abstract settings remains to be investigated. Another potential use is to specify a set of required competencies as entry conditions to education degree programmes or individual course units. Concerns regarding the consequences of thus possibly controlling and constraining individuals in their freedom, autonomy, and agency in their process of developing as a person clearly emerge in conjunction with this type of usage.  
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